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Automatic release and vertical transferring of silicon/silicon oxide nanowire arrays with a high integrity are
demonstrated by an Ag-assisted ammonia etching method. By adding a water steaming step between
Ag-assisted HF/H2O2 and ammonia etching to form a SiOx protective layer sheathing Si nanowires, we can
tune the composition of the nanowires from SiOx (0 # x # 2) to Si nanowires. Ag plays a key role to the neat
and uniform release of Si/SiOx nanowire arrays from Si wafer in the ammonia etching process. The vertical
Si nanowire array device, with both sides having high-quality Ohmic contact, can be transferred to arbitrary
substrates, especially on a flexible substrate. The method developed here offers a facile method to realize
flexible Si nanowire array functional devices.

B
ecause of their abilities to scatter and trap incident light, large surface to volume ratio, and other special
electronic and optical properties, vertical silicon nanowire (SiNW) arrays are considered as promising
building blocks for a range of applications, such as solar cells1–3, biosensors4–7, thermoelectric devices8–10,

vertical surround-gate field-effect transistors11–13, and Li batteries14,15. To date, a wide range of methods including
vapor-liquid-solid growth16,17, reactive ion etching18, electron beam lithography19,20, and metal-assisted chemical
etching (MACE)21,22 have been developed as common ways to produce SiNW arrays. Considering the low-cost,
simplicity, and tunability of SiNW parameters (e.g., length, diameter, cross-sectional shape, orientation, and
crystalline quality), the MACE method is highly promising. However, with the ever-increasing demand for
flexibility in the applications in portable devices, SiNW arrays grown on the rigid Si wafer render the difficulty
in the real-world applications. It is still a great challenge to release and transfer the as-grown SiNW arrays to an
arbitrary flexible substrate with a high integrity. So far, several methods have been developed to detach SiNWs
from Si substrates, such as sonication23,24, mechanical scraping by razor blade2,25,26, dry removal with a polymer
(polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS), polymethylmethacrylate (PMMA), or polyvinylidene fluoride-hexafluoropropy-
lene copolymer (PVDF-HFP))15,27,28, and alkali hydroxides wet chemical etching29. Sonication is based on mech-
anical force to release SiNWs, which usually leads to the shortening of long SiNWs during the process because of
the random distribution of the force along the length of vertical SiNWs. Mechanical scraping by razor blade leads
to the similar results to sonication. The polymer-based peeling off of SiNWs either results in the bundling of SiNW
tips within the polymer and damage of the vertical alignment because of extremely high insertion pressure28, or
leads to nonuniform length for SiNWs because of the fracture of SiNWs at random locations during the trans-
ferring process15. Alkali hydroxides wet chemical etching releases SiNWs with uniform length, however, the
released SiNWs differ in diameter and thus lead to the successive release of SiNWs, with thin nanowires releasing
before thicker ones, limiting the integrity of the released SiNW arrays. Recently, Zheng’s group has proposed an
approach to releasing SiNW arrays from Si wafer30,31. In their work, Ag selective etching was proposed to weaken
the attachment of SiNWs on Si wafer, and SiNWs could be released with a polymer-based peeling off process.

Results
Herein, we report an effective method to automatically release SiNW arrays readily from Si wafer with a high
integrity. We do not need to apply external forces to peel off SiNWs from Si wafer, and therefore, damage to
SiNWs could be suppressed dramatically. The advantage of our method lies in that SiNW arrays could be released
as a whole with an unprecedented integrity. The process for releasing SiNW arrays is illustrated in Figure 1. In the
first step, we prepared SiNW arrays following the method as reported previously (Figure 1a–c, Supplementary
Fig. S1)32. Subsequently, a protective SiOx layer, which was found to be a key factor to prevent the SiNW arrays
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from being fully oxidized in a later ammonia etching process, was
produced on the outer wall of SiNWs by steaming in a 70 uC water
bath (Figure 1d). To automatically release SiNW array from Si wafer,
we immersed the wafer in the ammonia etching solution to weaken
the attachment of SiNW array on Si wafers (by faster Ag-catalyzed
oxidization of Si at the root of SiNWs, we will discuss this later) and
release SiNW arrays from the wafer (Figure 1e). SiNW arrays could
automatically release from the mother wafer without changing the
orientation and the structure. To transfer the automatically released
SiNW arrays to an arbitrary receiver substrate, a layer of spin-coated
PDMS was applied (Figure 1f) (The process for automatic release and
vertical transferring SiOxNW arrays is illustrated in Supplementary
Fig. S2). Figure 2a–d show scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
images of SiNW arrays with different ammonia etching times, where
a clear bright-dark contrast can be observed close to the bottom of
SiNWs. From the selective-area electron diffraction (SAED) patterns
in transmission electron microscopy (TEM) (Figure 3a–d), the bot-
tom of SiNWs is oxidized, whereas the bulk of the nanowires are still
monocrystalline. The darker contrast in Figure 2b–d close to the
bottom of the nanowires is due to the formation of SiOx which is

less conductive compared to Si. From the elemental mapping ana-
lysis in Figure 3e–g, we clearly see the distribution of oxygen at the
bottom as well as the shell of SiNWs. Interestingly, we can assign the
dark particles at the bottom of SiNWs (Figure 3a) as Ag, as evidenced
from Figure 3g. It is noteworthy that the surface of the released SiNW
arrays is still smooth after detaching from Si wafer (Figure 3h top,
upper and lower), which indicates that the hillock formation issue is
irrelevant herein.

Auto-releasing from the mother wafer renders the ease of trans-
ferring the SiNW arrays to arbitrary substrates (especially flexible
substrates) and facilitates the fabrication of functional electronic
devices. Vertical transferring of the released nanowire arrays to a
substrate was realized readily by attaching an adhesive receiver
substrate to the top of the nanowire arrays and picking up from Si
mother wafer. Figure 2e and f show examples of using flexible trans-
parent tape and PDMS as the adhesive receiver substrates.
Automatically released SiNW arrays can be readily transferred to a
PDMS sheet by a spin-coating and heating process. The nanowire
arrays are of high integrity (Figure 2f). Figure 2e shows that SiNW
arrays were transferred to a transparent adhesive tape over a large

Figure 1 | Schematic illustrations of the fabrication procedure for auto-releasing SiNW arrays. (a) Clean Si substrate, (b) Ag metal mesh film on Si

substrate, (c) SiNW arrays after the HF/H2O2 etching, (d) Formation of SiOx layer on the outer wall of SiNW after a steaming step, (e) Automatic release

of SiNW arrays from Si substrate after an ammonia etching step (but still attached to the mother wafer due to the capillary force), (f) Spin-coating PDMS

layer on the detached SiNW arrays.

Figure 2 | SEM images exhibiting the evolution of the distribution of Si/SiOx by varying the ammonia etching time in a 70 6C water bath, and vertical
transferring of the released SiNW arrays on flexible substrates. Steamed samples, ammonia etching for (a) 0 min, (b) 5 min, (c) 10 min, and (d) 20 min.

Vertical transferring SiNW array (e) on a transparent adhesive tape (inset is the optical image of the sample) and (f) on a PDMS sheet. (g) The optical

spectra of the transferred SiNW array in (e) and clean Si wafer. The darker contrast in (b)–(d) of the lower part of the nanowires is due to the formation of

SiOx which is less conductive compared to Si.
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area with a high degree of vertical alignment. From the insets in
Supplementary Fig. S2j and Figure 2e, SiOxNW arrays are in a pale
color, whereas SiNW arrays in a black color, reflecting the difference
in the visible light absorption. Although the thickness of SiNW array
films is only several micrometers (compared to Si wafer of hundreds
of micrometers in thickness in the application of solar cells), the

absorption of the visible light is greater than 90% (Figure 2g), which
indicates a rather striking light trapping effect.

Finally, vertical transferring of SiNW arrays, with metallic contacts
on both sides, to arbitrary substrates was realized by using Ag epoxy
as the intermediary adhesive. The overhead images in Figure 4 are the
schematic illustration of the entire process. The current-voltage (I-V)

Figure 3 | TEM and SEM characterization of the released SiNW arrays. (a) TEM image of a cluster of SiNWs. The electron diffraction patterns of SiNW

arrays at different positions: (b) 1 mm, (c) 2.5 mm, and (d) 4 mm from the very bottom of SiNW. The elemental mapping of the released SiNWs

in square dashed box in (a): (e) Si, (f) O, and (g) Ag. (h) SEM image of the SiNW arrays at different locations.

Figure 4 | Schematic illustration of the fabrication procedure for flexible SiNW array electronic devices. (a) Just released SiNW arrays are filled with PS.

(b) SiNW arrays embedded in PS with exposed tips. (c) SiNW arrays are attached to a flexible substrate with a thin layer of silver epoxy on the surface. (d)

SiNW arrays with both ends contacting Ag epoxy, and PS act as the insulating layer between the two electrodes. (e) SEM image of SiNW arrays embedded

in PS without removing the outer SiOx layer at the tip of SiNWs. (f) SiNW arrays on a flexible transparent ITO-coated substrate with a thin layer of silver

epoxy in between. The outer SiOx layer at the tip of SiNWs is removed with diluted HF. Inset is the tilt and zoom in view. (g) SiNW arrays with both ends

contacting Ag epoxy. (h) The current-voltage (I-V) curves of the final device with (red curve) and without SiOx tip (black curve). Inset is the

optical image of the final device.
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curve of the final flexible device was measured and shown in
Figure 4h. The linear I-V characteristics (the inner single crystalline
SiNWs, the charge transport path, are still in high quality) with an
average electrical resistivity value , 10 V?cm (the electrical resistivity
of Si wafer in this work is 1–10 V?cm) demonstrate that our device
forms good quality Ohmic contact on both ends of the nanowire
arrays, which is important for its further application as flexible func-
tional electronic devices. The linear I-V characteristics for single
crystalline SiNWs have been observed by other researchers as well,
however, for porous SiNWs, a typical nonlinear I-V characteristic
was reported33,34.

Discussion
From the experimental observations, we can conclude that the
steamed samples were rapidly attacked at the bottom portion of
SiNWs. Through detailed investigation, we find that the key step
in the automatic release of SiNW arrays is the water steaming pro-
cess, which converts the surface of SiNWs into a dense layer of SiOx

(Supplementary Reactions SR1-3)35 with a gradient distribution in
thickness (Figure 5a), usually thicker at the top because of the higher
oxygen concentration during the steaming process (the thickness of
the SiOx outerwall layer is about 25 nm at the top and 5 nm at the
very bottom (SiNWs of 10 mm in length)). It is well-known that
ammonia can etch both Si and SiOx, and generally the former is
much faster than the latter (Supplementary Reactions SR4-6)36–41.
Under the protection of the dense SiOx layer formed by the steaming
process, the etching of SiNWs by ammonia was rather slow because
ammonia could not diffuse readily through the dense SiOx layer.
However, at the bottom portion of SiNWs, SiOx layer is thin enough
and the etching of SiNWs could initiate after a certain time
(Figure 2b), therefore, although the bottom portion of SiNWs have
already been completely converted into SiOx and the oxide layer
expands upward gradually, the remaining part of SiNWs do not vary
much (see Figure 3h top, upper and lower, and Figure 6a and b). It is
noteworthy that SiOx produced by ammonia oxidation is loose or
somewhat porous in structure (compare Figure 5c and e), which is
the reason that without the steaming step SiNWs were rapidly oxi-
dized to SiOx in the ammonia solution (Supplementary Fig. S2g–i).
The gas generated in the ammonia oxidation step might be one
possible reason for the loose/porous structure of SiOx layer
(Supplementary Reactions SR4-6). Therefore, we can conclude that
SiOx layer produced with steaming can protect Si from being etched

by ammonia, whereas the layer produced by ammonia oxidation
cannot (compare Supplementary Fig. S2g–i to Figure 2b–d). As the
etching by ammonia continues, SiNWs eventually auto-released
from the mother wafer because of the internal stress developed dur-
ing the oxidation and possibly facilitated by the rearrangement of Ag
particles at the root of the nanowires (Figure 6b and c). It is inter-
esting to note that after releasing, the upper and the lower surfaces
were shaped in matching pyramid and anti-pyramid structures,
respectively (Figure 6b, c, and d), probably because of the anisotropic
etching behaviour of Si single crystals39–43.

Here we emphasize that in our process, Si at the very bottom root
of SiNW was oxidized (Supplementary Reaction SR4) even more
quickly in the presence of the Ag metal mesh films. In this process,
Ag plays the role of a catalyst as in the formation process of SiNW in
HF/H2O2 etching solution. And accompanying the oxidation of Si at
the bottom portion of SiNW arrays, Ag nanoparticles on the bottom
portion surface of SiNWs moved toward the root of the SiNWs by a
dissolution-regeneration process30,32, and finally formed a new film at
the bottom of SiNW arrays (Figure 6e and f). This Ag film somewhat
enhanced the connection between SiNWs, and played an important
role in the neatly releasing of SiNW arrays with a high integrity.
SiNW arrays were rather difficult to detach from the mother sub-
strate if there was no Ag film at the bottom of the nanowires, where
even after the top of the nanowires being oxidized (Supplementary
Fig. S3a and b) or dissolved (Supplementary Fig. S3c and d), the roots
were still connected to the substrate. To further confirm the catalytic
effect of Ag in Supplementary Reaction SR4, we also analyzed the
vertical distribution of O/Si ratio along the nanowires from samples
with different etching times via EDS (Figure 7), where all the Figures,
especially Figure 7c, reveal that Ag possesses a powerful capability in
promoting the oxidization of Si (Supplementary Reaction SR4). In a
word, the different protective effects of dense/loose SiOx that strongly
suppressed/weakly suppressed the etching of the bulk of SiNWs and
the fast Ag-catalyzed oxidization of Si at the root of SiNWs as well as
the rearrangement of Ag particles that generated high stress at the
interface between Si wafer and the bottom of SiNW arrays resulted in
the automatic release of SiNW arrays from Si wafer.

In order to gain deeper insights into the understanding of the effect
of ammonia as the etchant to achieve an automatic release of SiNW
arrays from Si wafers, we examined stronger alkaline chemicals in
etching Si. We used 0.15 M potassium hydroxide to make a compar-
ison. The results (Supplementary Fig. S4) are very different from

Figure 5 | TEM image of (a) a steamed SiNW with protecting SiOx layer and its (b) cross-line element spectrum analysis and (c)zoom-in view of the tip of

the nanowire in (a), showing the very dense SiOx layer formed by the steaming step. (d) TEM image of the root of ammonia etched SiNW arrays

and (e) zoom-in view of the nanowires in (d), showing the very loose structure of SiOx root formed by the ammonia oxidation step.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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those of using ammonia. Instead of detaching from the mother wafer
as a whole array, SiNWs released separately, depending on the dia-
meter of the nanowires as the reactions continued, similar to the
observations by Khang and coworkers29 (Supplementary Fig. S4d
and e). From Supplementary Fig. S4g, we can clearly see that the root
of SiNWs were directly etched away (through Supplementary
Reaction SR7)38,42,44 instead of being oxidized into SiOx, thus the root
of SiNWs thinned with the etching time. SiNWs with smaller dia-
meters automatically released from Si wafer, with thicker SiNWs
releasing later and the SiNW arrays were etched randomly and the
integrity of the arrays was destroyed (Supplementary Fig. S4d and e).

At the same time, the Si underneath the protective layer exposed to
KOH solution due to the complete dissolution of SiOx (through
Supplementary Reactions SR8)36, and then the whole SiNW surface
began to dissolve away (Supplementary Fig. S4i) and even more
seriously over time (Supplementary Fig. S4b, e, and h). When the
concentration of KOH was reduced to 0.075 M, similar etching
results were observed. One may argue that SiOx also formed because
of the etching by KOH, similar to ammonia case, and SiOx layer was
rapidly dissolve away by the stronger alkaline KOH solution.
However, in a control experiment, we put the released SiNW arrays
with SiOx on the root (obtained by ammonia etching for 9 min) in

Figure 6 | The whole process of the automatic release of SiNW arrays from the mother wafer. (a) Schematic illustrations of the different parts of SiNWs

ammonia etching, (b) SiNWs just automatic releasing after a short time ammonia etching. At the root of SiNW arrays, the upper pyramid and the lower

anti-pyramid surfaces (c) just departing from each other because of the stress between Si and SiOx and (d) after partial dissolution by ammonia etching.

(e) As the upper SiOx pyramid being completely dissolved, the Ag film at the root of SiNWs forms a new metal mesh film. Image (f) is the tilt

view of the root tips in (e).

Figure 7 | The analysis of the O/Si ratio distribution along the nanowires with different ammonia etching time via EDS. (a) In SiNW arrays, the O/Si

ratio along the nanowires with different etching time (etching 0, 5, 10, and 20 min) increases from the top to the bottom. (b) In SiOxNW arrays, the O/Si

ratio along the nanowires with different etching time (etching 0, 5, 10, and 20 min) decreases from the top to the bottom. (c) The O/Si ratio close

to the junction between the nanowires and Si wafer, showing the fast oxidation at the junction and the oxidation of Si wafer.

www.nature.com/scientificreports
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0.15 M KOH solution, and found that the dissolution of SiOx at the
root was rather slow, which indicated that the random detachment of
SiNWs by KOH etching was not caused by quick etching of SiOx by
KOH (Supplementary Fig. S5). Room temperature etching of the
steamed SiNW by KOH was also found to be unable to release
SiNW array as a whole (Supplementary Fig. S6). In another control
experiment, we examined the etching behaviour by a less alkaline
K2CO3 solution (0.15 M), and the results were similar to those
observed for KOH etching (Supplementary Fig. S7). These observa-
tions may indicate that ammonia solution is especially suitable to
release SiNW arrays with a high integrity, because of the formation of
loose SiOx section at the root of the nanowire arrays that makes the
detachment of the nanowires as an entity. Last but not least, we found
that under optimized experimental conditions (coordinated com-
bination of SiNW length, steaming time, and ammonia etching
time), auto-releasing SiNW with good length control and high integ-
rity could be achieved (Supplementary Fig. S8). It is noted however, if
the length of SiNW changed, the steaming time and the ammonia
etching time should also be varied accordingly, or otherwise auto-
release will be unsuccessful (Supplementary Fig. S9). Systematic
investigation is underway.

In summary, a method for automatic release of SiNW arrays with
an unprecedented integrity was demonstrated via Ag-assisted
ammonia etching. The key factors for the success of this method
were a protecting SiOx layer on the nanowire sidewall formed by a
steaming step and the fast Ag-assisted oxidization of Si at the root of
the nanowires in the presence of ammonia solution. SiNW arrays
could be transferred to flexible substrates, and functional electronic
devices could be fabricated with ease. We believe that our method is
viable in promoting the flexible SiNW electronic devices for real-
world applications.

Methods
Materials and chemicals. Si wafers were of single crystalline n-type (100) (r 5 1–
10 V?cm) (Jingyifang Electronics Co.). AgNO3 (AR reagent, 99.81 wt %), HF (GR
reagent, 40 wt %), NH4OH (AR reagent, 25–28 wt %), H2SO4 (AR reagent, 98 wt %),
H2O2 (AR reagent, 30 wt %), ethanol (AR reagent, 99.71 wt %), acetone (AR reagent,
99.51 wt %), and N-hexane (AR reagent, 971 wt %) were used as received
(Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd). Styrene (99.51 wt %, Aladdin) and PDMS
(Elrt 601, Wacker-Chemie) were also used without further treatment.

Preparation of clean silicon substrates and fabrication of SiNW arrays. Si
substrates were cut into small squares (about 1 cm2). To create a hydrophilic surface,
the wafers were ultrasonically cleaned in ethanol, acetone, and deionized water for
20 min each and then in piranha solution (351, v/v, 98% H2SO4/30% H2O2) for 8 h at
room temperature. The Ag metal mesh film was then deposited on the pre-cleaned Si
(100) wafer by immersing the substrate in a solution of 4.6 M HF and 5 mM AgNO3

for 2 minutes. Ag metal mesh with randomly shaped nanopores (80–700 nm in
width, 100–1000 nm in length) was obtained. Subsequently, SiNW arrays with varied
thickness were obtained by immersing Ag-coated Si wafers in the etching solution of
4.6 M HF/0.4 M H2O2 for several minutes at room temperature. The average
diameter and height of SiNW we obtained are: 200 nm and and 10 mm (etched for
30 min).

Automatic release of SiNW arrays. The wafers with desired SiNW length were put in
a dry container and steamed in a 70 uC water bath for 48 h to produce a protective
SiOx layer on the outer wall of SiNWs. Subsequently, the wafers were immersed in the
etching solution of 0.2 M ammonia (NH4OH) for several minutes in a 70 uC water
bath. Then, the nanowires could automatically release from Si wafers.

Vertical transferring of the auto-released SiNW arrays. A certain volume of n-
hexane diluted PDMS liquid (351, v/v, n-hexane/PDMS) was spin-coated on the
SiNW arrays. After partial volatilization of n-hexane, the samples were put on a hot
plate at 100 uC to accelerate the solidification of PDMS. Then the PDMS-embedded
SiNW arrays can be readily peeled off with a high integrity and transferred to arbitrary
substrates.

Preparation of flexible SiNW array electronic devices. A certain amount of styrene
was spin-coated on the as prepared SiNW arrays. After a period of polymerization,
the polystyrene (PS) film was cured on a hot plate at 150 uC. This curing step made PS
smoother and formed a better contact to SiNWs. PS film not only rendered good
mechanical support to SiNW arrays, but also electrically insulated metal electrodes at
the two ends of SiNW arrays in a subsequent step in depositing the electrical contacts
to SiNW arrays. The wafer was then dry-etched by using Ar plasma etching at an

input power of 100 W (PDC-32G-2) for a certain time duration to expose the tips of
SiNWs. Next, the wafer was immersed in diluted HF to dissolve the outer layer SiOx at
the tip of SiNWs. Then, metal contacts were formed by attaching the sample to a
flexible transparent ITO coated with a thin layer of Ag epoxy. Once the silver epoxy
was fully cured, the Si wafer was peeled off with the assistance of a gentle shear force,
leaving behind the SiNW array embedded in PS on the receiver substrate.
Subsequently, the receiver substrate was flipped over and once more etched by Ar
plasma for SiNW tip exposure and etched with HF to remove SiOx at the tip of SiNWs.
Finally, another layer of Ag epoxy was coated on the top of the exposed tips, and
eventually SiNW arrays with metal contacts on both exposed ends on arbitrary
substrates were obtained.

Characterization. The scanning electron microscope images of SiNW arrays, and the
O/Si ratio distribution were characterized by using a Sirion 200 field emission
scanning electron microscope. The transmission electron microscopy images and the
elemental mapping were obtained by using a JEM-2010 high resolution transmission
electron microscopy. The optical spectra of the flexible SiNW arrays were measured
by using a SolidSpec3700DUV UV-vis spectrophotometer. And the current-voltage
(I-V) curves of the final device were measured by using a Keithley 2440(5A)
SourceMeter.
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